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An ATTENDANCE AIJD ORGANIZATION OF UORK

1. The Seminar on Distributive Trades and Services Statistics was held
£ f'^6^ the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa from
13 to ly November 1973»

2. The Seminar was attended by representatives of the following countries!
Benin, Chad, Ethiopia, the Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, the Niger.
Nigeria, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zaire,

3. The following agencies/countries were also represented in an observer

^SfS?" 7 °int A£ricultu^ Division/ the United States of America,
and WHO. *

^ Jhe'mum^a°^ D,istributive Trades and Services Statistics was opened on
13 November 1978 by. Mr. W.L. Booker, Chief of the ECA Statistics Division,
representing the ECA Executive Secretary, away on mission. Mr. Booker read
out a statement which was to have been delivered by the Executive Secretary.
After pointing out that the Seminar on Distribution Statistics had been organized
in such a way that countries had been called upon to meet the travel and'
subsistence expenses of their own representatives, the speaker said he was
?r^Xfied *° "°^ the "iHingness f Afi tiof African countries to grapple with the

problems that they were still encountering. He mentioned the
importance of the distributive trades and services statistics in the total

Xrw™CtTtlfiVf ^111African countries and pointed out that the neea for

?di™utLs ^^j^i;^^z^£ p™:uotgthavte *■*■
branch of statistics was the one most frequently overlooked^ ^paid^S^]*!-
stress on two problems which seemed basic to the achieve, at - Z^r
familiarity with the distributive trades and services sector/ fhe first of
those problems related to the Directory of Enterprises and Establishments
which provided important background information in organizing survey
distributive trades and services. He urged participants to find solutions
to the problems posed by the preparation and updating of such a directory
,a,*JT Pf*le» related to small retail establishments, which accounted for-
lank rt *! pr°V°r1ilon°f the distributive trades and services sector. The
lack df an appropriate administrative or other register and the fact that the
units wet-e spread out :n widely scattered locat-ioL Laclc the sector very
* l1C^ tO^ftUdy# H* therefore invited the Seminar to propose the best

of handling- this sector, which was of great significance in Af^

Election of officbrs

Borotho, Deputy Director of Statistics in
Statistician/Economist in

an
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B. AGENDA

6, The Seminar adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening address

. 2. Election of Chairman, Vice-Ghairman and Rapporteur

3« Adoption of the agenda

k* Needs and uses of distribution statistics

5« Scope and coverage of the surveys , ■

6. Statistical units

7- Characteristics of the statistical units in their classification

.:; ^# other information collected and classifications used

9. Methods and problems of collecting data: the compilation of
■ directories

10?;-.The use of sampling methods in distributive sectors

of compilation and use of data

.. .. 12. ...National surveys and statistics available: recommendations and future
programme of work

13• Adoption of the report .

C, CONSIDERATION OF AGENDA ITEMS

Needs and uses of distributive-trade statistics

7. During the introduction of this item, reference was made to chapter II
of the. United Nations Statistical Paper Noa 19 in Series F. Two main groups of
needs and;uses were identified, namely, government needs and uses and business
needs and uses. In both cases, the needs related to planning and economic .
analysis, market surveys and the study of trends and trade evaluation.

8. The participants exchanged views on the use of the data collected" in
distributive-trade surveys. It was stressed that most of ouch d^.ta ^iprc, ucq4 fpr

national accounting purposes. A participant mentioned the use of distributive
trade statistics'for estimating sales taxes and compiling statistics on trourism.
It was also noted that distributive-trade statistics should take into account
some of the needs which other types of surveys tried to satisfy,especially,

surveys dealing with problems of nutrition and the uses of agricultural production,
Furthermore, it was observed that for training reasons, efforts should be

made in distributive-trade surveys to benefit from the organization of household
surveys•
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Scope and coverage of the surveys

9« In the introduction to this item, reference was made to chapter I of United

Nations Statistical Paper No. 57 in Series i.;i» . It was stressed that the

distributive—trades-^and-fieirvices * sector.comprised all those establishments

located within a country's territorial.boundaries that were engaged primarily

in wholesale and retail' trade^ in the restaurant and hotel trade and in

selected services. In the Statistical Paper referred to, the activities regarded

as falling within the" scope of the distributive trades and services were defined

in terms of groups of loIC, In that same document the scope of wholesale and

retail trade and of the service trades was also defined.

10. In thai: document, it was recommended that no restrictions should be .placed

on the coverage of the inquiries, either in terms of the size of the. establish-^

ment or in terms of its structural characteristics although the difficulty of

collecting data was also recognized. ■,...-...

11. The Seminar heard the views of some countries concerning the classification -

of commercial establishments. The participants seemed to have no difficulty

in adopting the criterion for .the users of their distributive-trades inquiries.

12. One representative raised the problem, of the classification of distributive-

trades and services units within industrial enterprises and catering to their

employees. It was noted that such units should be calssified in the distributive-

trades sector if'the goods they sold were not actually produced by the industrial

enterprise in which they1 were located,

13» In one country, petroleum storage tanks (excluding those in refineries)

were included in the wholesale trades sector whereas service stations were

classified in the retail trades sector. One representative*suggested that
brokers and conanission agents should be included in retail-trade surveys

because of their growing importance in some African countries. . : ,. .,. .

14* Two different views were expressed on the inclusion of ambulant trader
in retail trade. One representative pointed out that in his country, this-

category of trades veo -covered -in :rural *GurvGy»#'~ - - • ■ " p ■ ' ' "'—""""" ' ■

15» The calendar year tras recommended as the reference period for th
tion of distributive-trades and services statistics. If the: reference period

was the fiscal year, it was recommended that some method of estiination on the:

basis of calendar year should be adopted in cases "uh'crs the." fiscal and calendar
years did hot Coincide.

16. One representative pointed olit that one possibility wou^d be to tate:-the.-.
average of two years, "when surveys covered two financial years... . . , ..
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Statistical units

17- This item was introduced by making reference to sections 2 and F of

chapter I of Statistical Paper No. 57 *in Series ^, In'which statistical unit 'V
was defined, as being the entity for which data were collected, thQt is,

ideally the establishment. .-3y 'establishment' is meant shop, office .or !any
other single location at which a combination of resources and activities is ■■■.-":

directed by one"ownership in carrying out one kind of business, " . .

10. Two. limiting factors are implied iir this definition of establishment,., ■•:
one being the single location andvthc other being' one kind of business.

It was therefore necessary to define two other types of unit, the local.^ait j

and the kind-of^activity unit ;in the case of mixed establishments and ji^iti- *
establishment-enterprises* • ■ ' ■ '

19. Ancillary units are secondary units that provide non-durable goods or

services primarily, or exclusively, for the use of their parent establishments*.
There are three types of ancillary unit>:" including (l) a unit whoac ancillary ''..,,,'

activities are carried out for the. benefit of a single establishment, and ;,,,,!
integrated in that establishment; (2) a central ancillary unit, which is

treated as a separate establishment and classified in the same category of .. , .,
I5IC_,as the predominant kind of activity which it serves.

20. One participant indicated .that for accounting purposes the enterprise j'-. ■:
had been selected as the basic unit in distributive trades and services
surveys in his country. Another participant pdinted out that the use of

the enterprise as a statistical unit had not been mentioned because thq .data
provided at that level were not. always satisfactory. In'the case of multi-

establishment enterprises, wheji separate data dould'not be collected for each '
establishment, the .data was distributed among the various establishments >■. ■■;■.■■■ >
according to the manpower they employed.Another participant suggested that . r
the concept of enterprise should^be stained together with the concept of
establishment.

Characteristics pf-:the statistical unit and ■ Ztc ■ classification * '■'-'' '■ - —

21. This item was introduced by the representative of the secretariat who i ■■• ■
referredjrp «?hSpter. II of Statistical Paper No. 57' in'Series U. _ Inforination^ ,
was provided on those factors which- c'haracterizec: thJ qct^bliohpant ^3 r^fcrrod

to in Statistical Paper No. 57. ThoSe factors included the l^xid of'.activity ^ ■•
performed; the type^ of, operation, the ldnd of economic organization;-the kind >
of legal organization? and type of ownership and the location, sizo
and number of statistical units in the establishment. It was noted.;¥t those
characteristics were basic;to the classification bf data for purposes of ' ■ ; .
economic analysis and that their uce in the classification of statistical
units facilitated the definition of the scope and coverage of surveys and
the preparation of sample surveys.
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22 a Under the heading "kind of activity", the Seminar examined the recommended

classification of activities regarded as falling within the scope of wholesale

and retail trade, (ISIC 6,100 and 6,?-00)0 Participants considered the
possible subdivision of ISIC divisions 61 and 62 to be a useful guide for

countries and expressed the view that it should be adoptedc They noted that

it might be necessary to make adjustments to some of the items in the sub

divisions to meet conditions in some African countries.

23- The Seminar further noted that some countries in the African region made

no distinction between wholesale and retail trade. Some participants stated

that although such a distincition was desirable and useful in some countries,

in others not enough data was available to make it feasible to draw such a line.

It was also pointed out that in some cases where it was possible to make such

a distinct.on, not all the establishments could be classified into ISIC

divisions Cl ^nd 0° whereas they could 'im cl'aocif ed :'.n a oinglj diri^uon

covering both wholesale and retail trade.

24c The Seminar felt that the break-down of the classification by type of

operation recommended in Statistical Paper No. 57 tja-s Gui'.t^sl^ for African

countriesy but took the view that countries sl.culd be free to design classifica

tions which met their individual needs. It was agreed that whereas it might

be advantageous for countries beginning to develop their basic statistical

system to limit the coverage of the basic inquiry to establishments which

could be identified easily, it might be less advantageous for other countries

to exclude froia their inquiries all units whose activities were not carried

out at fixed premises or permanent locations. The exauplo of hawkers anc

ambulant traders was cited, and it was noted that in some African countries

such trade accounted for a considerable proportion of the distributive trade*.

It was pointed out that those engaged in such trade might be identified in

household surveys* Some participants suggested that the secretariat should look

into the problem of such activities with a vicTi to suggesting possible ways of

identifying thorn*

25. The secretariat noted that data on the location of establishments were

universally collected. It was noted that most countries in the -African region

identified location by administrative areas ranging froin :;iajor divisions or

provinces to towns, but that not much attempt had been wade to draw distinctions

according to economic ar^as„

26. The Seminar observed that although the international recommendations on

location were straightforward, most African countries, found it nore convenient

to identify location by administrative areas. The Seminar further noted that

the choice of the area used in classifying location should be made on the basis

of a number of factors, principally the statistical unit used, the method of

data collection and the stability of the areas used.
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27. The Se:.:inar also discussed factors related to the size of the statistical
units. It v;as stated that most African countries adhered to the international
recommendation and defined the size of the establishment primarily in terms
of the average number of persons engaged in it during the inquiry period,
oome participants stated they had found it to be in the interest of their

countries to define the size of establishaents in terms of the average number
of persons engaged and that faniily-uorkers were not counted and no attempt

to give the full-time equivalent of part-tims employment. However,
tnc oeainar as a whole considered :.t desirable to convert the data and part-

f^v7 t°+.thC:^ ful1-*^ equivalent, particularly in the case of retail
establishments and services where part-time T/ork had become a cordon feature.

fl'w^l^Tr11' °^erved_t!lat "«»* African countries had indicated that they
collected data on the number of establishments on a particular date in th-
course ox the enquiry period, but that some countries collected such data"
throughout a one-year period. It was noted that one year Has too long since
sorce establxshments micht be closed and reopened during that time with the

^ould lanU) Y miSht '^ CTtGd tUiOe- K WaS ^°°™^ded that countries
should consxder using a oneway period for collecting data on the number of

in lineSwith th VT ^^ ^ ^ ^"^ °f ^"^ th= date "oll^ied
m/onc ZJ? ° ? °n °mpl°ymcnt for "hi°h the recommended collection period
SLS C1L°°lleCtiOn Perid ld k ^ l

informatipn collected

a"

in the distributive-trades-:.nc-ccrv: eoc Gector

^StiTto^ \ r. ^^ deter'^inS the oiZe of establishment" ^'
ienLin the 0^^! ^ °" ^ nU'jb°r °f -di-^^ -"caged in establish

who work t^n11a'*f °f PerSOI1S ensaeed b^ -tablishoents include^ o™ers
' ^f^r^^^-t^, salaried faaily members who wk d
^n1f e ^ oents include o™ers

earners ^f.^r^.^^-t^, salaried faaily members who work and .-age
earners. The .nd, ,-iauals engaged must be counted v i '

^ y members who work and .-a
s engaged must be counted over a piven P-r'od such

a pay period or a calendar week within the period covered^"heturtey"

i^ssfeariSS
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32, Gnc participant pointed out that his country had not broken employment

down in the way suggested because of difficulties encountered in connexion with

small establishments. Another participant suggested that it should be left

to countries to adapt the recommendations on eqployment made in United Nations

Statistical Paper Uo. 57 j accoring to their own needs and potential.

k* Payment of .Tjag£"'garn.ers ' ' ■

33» The salaries and wages paid during the period covered by the survey

constitute a significant flow of income and are a factor in the cost of

distribution. These salaries and wages inust include all sums.jpaid in .cash

and allowances granted in kind to wage-earners as remuneration for their

work. This includes allowances, gratui'.t ..:.:, taxes and contributions and other ■

payments owed by wage-earners and u^tlilr.lrl !,r/ th—".r employer.

34« On the whole, the recommendations on salaries and wages were well received

by the Seminar, although some concern was expressed about the compensation

paid by an employer at the end of a contract. It was observed that such

compensation constituted an allowance and as such, should be included in salaries

and vages. ; .. , ■

c. Fixed assets

35« For purposes of assessing fixed capital formation, it is essential to

know how much -ha.c been invested by the establishments. Moreover, the acquisi

tion of new fixed assets is a dynamic factor in the economy. It is therefore

necessary that the data collected on the acquisition of new and used fixed

assets and on sales of fixed capital of establishments -3 put in a separate

category.

36* One participant raised the problem of thd distinction between fixed'
assets and intermediate consumption, and "-nether participant suggested ttfeit

consideration should be given to the fact that fixed assets were a production

factor or a factor which helped to inprove the conditions of.production

significantly. In the sauic connexion, it was remarked that the criterion

of duration of usefulness should be taken into consideration in distinguishing

between fixed assets and goods for intermediate consumption.

d. Gales and receipts

37* The total valus of sales is of course the basic element in distributive

trades and services statistics in that it constitutes an index of the level

of commercial activity and of the flow of goods and services at various

stages .in the distribution process and shows the sales potential. It is

also required in calculating the consumption of goods and services and in

determining the share of the distributive trades sector in national income.
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38. Four classifications of sales are recommended, the largest one comprising

sales by kind of commodity or by commodity group, in order to keep track of

the flow of goods, at least where essential products are concerned and also

to meet the needs of national accounts and materials accounting.

39* One participant indicated that in his country sales were classified

only by type of client and kind of business. He £loq pointed out .that ,

companies dealing with the marketing of essential products such as tea and

coffee were able to provide the data needed on those products*

e* Purchases and other costs ■ • '

40. There is a vital need to collect data on purchases of goods intended for

sale in order to calculate gross profit margins, draw up input-output tables

and design price survey syster.ic. In calculating value added, it is necessary

to collect data on the products consumed and the services used during the

period covered by the survey.

4l« Purchases of goods should be valued at delivery price less returns,

discounts, rebates and other reductions. The price of products purchased

by establishcento chould include the value of goods accepted by the seller
in payment• ■

42. Some participants observed that where the time when purchases were

reported on was concerned, no, mention was made of the time of contract.

One participant remarked that the problem of transfers within an enterprise

was not an easy one, and said that in his view accounts on that kind of

purchase should be kept only by ths firm concerned. In reply, the representa

tive of the secretariat explained that, in conformity with the recommendations

products from other establishments within the same enterprise should be

valued as though they had been purchased outside or at the cost price to the

enterprise. . .

f. Stocks and stock turnover

43» Data on stocks of goods intended for sale are needed first to assess

the demand of distributive trades establishments and the rate of stock

build-up and second to determine the impact of demand and stock buiH-up

on the economic situation. Data on stocks are also used in calculating gross

profit margins and provide excellent indexes of economic activity*

44. The data collected should relate to the value of stocks of goods intended

for sale and of stocks of raw materials, fuel and supplies for use by'the

establishment as of. the beginning and end of the period covered by the survey*

It is recommended that stocks be valued at their current replacement cost,*

that is, at the market price on the dates of reference.
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45• By the simplest definition stock turnover is the ratio of sales> or

purchases to the level of stockso Stock turnover can be calculated in a number

of ways* One method is to take the value of the stocks on hand at the

beginning or end of the period covered by the survey or the average value of

the stocks on' hand at tHe"beginning and end of the period. There were no

comments on stockn and stock turnover,

^' Gross margin' and value added . . ■

46. ' The calculation of gross margins is an important stage in the process

of determining the share of tho n:.t onil products dcrVved fro;., the .dictributive-

trades-and—services sectoro It provides the components needed to compare the

profitability and performance of distributive-trades establishments.

47» Gross margin is the difference between the value of the goods sold during

the inquiry period and tnc gross cost of those goods. The gross coot of £oodc

is the value of purchases of goods intended for sale adjusted for sto-h change«

48« The value added, called the surveyed value added can be worked out from

the gross margin by deducting from the latter, the cost of the products -

other than those intended for sale •-- and by correcting the resulting figure

to take account of variations in the stocks of products not intended for sale.

49« One participant expressed concern as to the precise scope of the value

added as defined above and asked how that value added differed, as an analytical

toolj from the one calculated for purposes of national accounts. He was told

thiat; the surveyed value added was a more precise measurement of the product of

distribution than the gross margin. But it was, in fact, different from that

calculated for purposes of national accounts.

h« -.Indicators of private trade or services

50. " The indicators uhich should be established, as recomnended, are:

sales surface (for retail trade)| number of seats (for restaurants, cinemas,
theatres, etc,)? number of rooms and beds and occupancy rate (for hotels)!
number of tickets (for cineniaG; Irheatror: ;- etc <,) j number and/or length in metres

of films produced and projection time (for the cinema industry).

51« It was pointed out that some of these indicators had been established

in other categories of statistics, specifically, in statistics on tourism.

However, ho comments were ;nadc on those indicators„

Methods and problems relating to data collection; Compilation of

Directorial . ■ ': .

(a) Questionnaires and other survey__forniG

52. Under this agenda item the secretariat introduced the international

recommendations concerning precautions and iissasures to be taken in preparing
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survey forms. It emphasized, in particular, the need to include in the

^questionnaire,.in addition to the items covered by the publication programme,
questxons designed to facilitate collation and questions on problems relating
to the diversity of activities in the distributive sector and to the design
of forms« 6

53. The secretariat further stressed that in order to facilitate the follow-up
oi ±ate respondents, general control and interpolations in the event of non-
response, the list of addresses should include codes indicating the kind of

activity and size of the addressee and a unique identification number for
each establishments

54. White recognizing the need to use several standard questionnaires in
^1^".of1the variet7 of activities, participants mentioned the physical
difficulties of printing which would arise if a form was to be established
accprdmg to category of establishment. It was also pointed out that the
.enumerator should make arrangements to ensur that each establishment filled
the standard questionnaire for his category.

55. In. the view of some participants, the international recommendations
concerning questionnaires and other data collection forms applied only to the

large units. A simplified data collection form should be prepared for the
small establishments since the latter generally did not have an accounting
section and7 in many cases, wero family-run,

■■''"."'■■'.;■

56;,. .. With, regard to the design of the data collection forms, it was generally
agreed.that chs preparation, presentation and content of all forms and the
way the questions were phrased affected to a considerable degree the quality

Jt \rSfUlts» the Cost of collection collati d tbli
p to a considerable degree the quality

•Jt \fs» the Cost of collection, collating and tabulation,and the speed
with which results could be published. Some participants said, however,
that grouping together related questions might lead some respondents to provide
inaccurate reports and might make collating difficult if certain answers were
omitteda .omitted

LlJfel °fenumeration

57. In introducing this agenda item th~ secretariat outlined the alternative
basic aathoos o. obtaining the data needed in the surveys. It also presented
a detailed account of the principal phases of the organization of field
enumerations, emphasizing th-, designation of enumeration districts, the prepara
tion of training ranuals for enumerators and the conduct of training sessions
ana of field operations-

58. Some participants expressed thair view that field enumeration was the best
method for the countries in the region. In their view, it allowed for a
greater sensitization of the population of the region to the need for surveys
and for obtaining more reliable data. Other participants expressed a preference
for mail surveys and stated that direct interviews took a trLendous amount
oi time and were very expensive,
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59. The discussion concluded with the recommendation -that mail enumeration ,!

should be used for large establishments and field enumeration for small units*

(c) Compilation and use of a directory .

60. The secretariat gave an account oi the various sources that could be

used in compiling a directory of statistical units to be enumerated and of the

methods of compiling and updating such a directory. It also provideda list

of the minimum information such a directory should contain, in accordance with

international recommendations, and referred to the principal uses of such a

document•

61. The discussions centred on the problem of compiling and updating the

directory and of what size it should be. It was agreed that sending trained

enumerators to the field to seek all physically r^cornizr.blo plitccn of

business was the most efficient r.teans of compiling and up-dating the directory

of statistical unite. However, the expense involved meant that it could not

be done as often as necessary.

62. The participants were unable to take a decision on the size of the

directory. National experience in that area varied widely. In some countries

only establishments wth ,at l^ast ten wage-earners were included; others included

in the directory eGtablichoentG which ware expected to cub:.;it their b-\l~ncc

ch^.t.'; to the ta:: authorities; r.nd, n third ccvtof;ory ox countri^a included,

i;i addition to ■j.jtr.bliohr^nta 1 rro enough to T.r~rrant regular accounting operation

establishments which did not meet tlicit criterion but operated from permanent

premises that were deemed appropriate.

d. Collection an,d control of...reports

63» The representative of the secretariat referred first to all the practical

measures that should be ~taken in connexion with the collection of reports

and second to the various ways of controlling reports.

64» Several participants stated that the recommended one-month dead—line for

the return of questionnaires in the case of niail surveys would mean that only

a - ery small proportion of replies would be collected. It would seem desirable

as far as possible to have the data collection forms hand delivered to the

establishments by enumerators who would then collect the replies one or two

weel® later. :

65- The need to establish surveys on a legal basis was the subject of lengthy

discussions. Host participants felt that the fact that there was no text making

it compulsory for establishments to furnish the information in some cases ..-_.„

constituted aconsiderable obstacle to the smooth functioning of the surveys.
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They also felt, however", that the adoption of a legal base should be

accompanied by a compaign to publicize the goals and Usefulness of the surveys*

66. Some representatives pointed out that the fact that it was compulsory

to respond did not necessarily mean that the data gathered would be reliable.

Often considerable tact and diplomacy was needed to obtain reliable data.

Use of Sampling Methods in Distributive Trades.

67* The statement made, by the representative of the secretariat under this

ite;.i dealt with the following points:

1. Use of sampling;

2. Resources and facilities needed in preparing a sample frame;

3* Sample design; ■

4. Sample surveys of fauily-typc distributive trades.

68. Hio statement was based on topics discussed in United Nations Statistical

Paper Ilo. 19 in Series F and in 3CA document SEL-i/STaT/DI3T#2 (Application

of sampling to distribution statistics). : . :

1. Use o£\ sampling

G9» Sampling could be used to advantage in order to collect complete

statistics on distribution in the case both of regular uionthly, quarterly

or annual surveys and of data gathered once every five or ten years.

70. Sampling is in general much less expensive than a census and much less

bother for respondents. Ilaturally, it leads to sampling errors, but cince

the task is 00 much easier it .can be done more carefully, with the result

that in the end there are fewer errors over all. Sampling also makes it

possible to publish the results inuch quicker since all that is needed is to

collect the data concerning current trendc that will be used as a guide to

early action. ,

71. As a result the survey plan should be as simple as possible and subject

to rapid processing. In order to have validity, it should be a probability

sample with known probability of selection so that sampling variability

can be calculated.

2« Resources and facilities needed ,

72. The most common plan consists of the drawing up of a list of large firms

to be canvassed every survey period. This list is used to devise a system

for selecting the sample.
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73. Since the distributive trades and services arc characterized by a large

number of sea 11 establishments which ..loreover, are constantly changing hands,

compiling a complete directory and keeping it up to date may prove difficult

and expensive. As a result, sorao countries set a liiait to the size and

include in the directory only those establ'.shirents which exceed thct criterion.

This procedure is acceptable provided that other steps are taken to cover

the other establishments, such as the preparation locally of a complete list

or the use of other sources of data as for exr^.iple, administrative and tax

records, directories prepared by trade associations or professional trade

publications and telephone directories. However, it should be borne in mind

that all such sources 'have their own special characteristics which should be

studied carefully befo c a decision is taken on how they should be used,

74* It is also desirable to add, ae an element in.the sample plan, an organiza

tion of national scope with local offices'in the various regions covered by

the sample. Those local offices will be better able than the central bureau

of statistics to collect and collate the report this io important, for it

is essential to know the answers to the questions quickly.

75« Detailed maps of the major citioc are another important element of

the sample plan. These :_u.ps should be updated annually a d should indicate

essentially, th^ location and general type of actr. ity of the various

establishments.

76. To those maps should be added a list of tho places :.n th- country. In

order to avoid distortions, every place should have a chance of being

selected.

77• During the discussion of the various points listed above, one participant

drew attention to the use that could be made, at the tiiae when the scope

of the survey was determined, of data from and the experience of previous

surveys, even if such surveys were more general and did not relate to

commercial establishments, I;o cited the example of Pakistan, noting that

over—simplification was just as liable to lead to results which were not

meaningful*

7S«. A member of the secretariat drew attention to the constant linkage

that should be established between the various socio-economic surveys

(population, employiiient, household, etc.). That kind of linkage yielded

very valuable infon.iation which could make it possible to establish a

camolin/i base from which a representative sample of the population to be

studied might emerge,

79* Thus he made it clear that, in drawing the sample, maximum use should

be made of census data, where available*
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3» Sample design.

80» It is difficult and may be expensive to prepare a scientific sample
that is likely to be representative of businessest It appeared that many

countries had deemed it necessary to adopt less scientific methods, for example,
by including in their samples all establishments that were relatively easy

to identify and could easily provide data (for instance^ major urban establish
ments) and often only a very small fraction of other establishments„

8.U .Jhcn undertaking a sample survey it is convenient to divide the population
of all retail establishments in a acountry into two sub-populations:

i. Establishments included in the list of large establishments;

iio Other establishments.

A separate sample for each subgroup could be selected.

82. Experience has shown that ;.iost of the gains of optimum allocation to
size groups would be achieved by setting up only two classes of large establish-
ments? one consisting of the establishments which would definitely be included

and the other consisting of the remaining large establishments^listed.

Therefore, once the list of large establishments is prepared, it may be further
divided into two lists, one comprising large establishments from which every
effort should be made to obtain returns of 100 per cent, and a list of

medium-size establishments from which 20 por cent returns might be required.

It should be stated immediately that a rate of 5 to 10 per cent returns for

all establishments not on the list of major establishments would be quite
adequate o

G3- The criteria for dividing the listed establishments into large and medium
could be the sales turnover or employment. Listed establishments^accounting
for a substantial amount of sales or employment may be regarded as large and
the rest as medium, 'That ic to be regarded as substantial is a matter for
local judgement.

84* Thusv a sample is drawn from such a list of large establishments which
should be supplemented by an area sample representing the small establishments.

£5o The method of drawing a sarnie from a list (or area sample) of commercial
establishments and an account, of certain sampling principles (weighting, .
variance computations, variance rotation, use of auxiliary information to

reduce the variance) may be found in annex I of United Nations Document : ■ .
Series F No. 19o

86. It must be borne in mind that the list-sample approach consists of
studying the very large establishments which can be identified from previous
censuses or from other administrative records, the size of which justified

their inclusion in the sample to be studied periodically without rotation.
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All other establishments are the subject of area samples. All the small-

zone samples are divided into, for instance, 12 units each with c.n equal nui±>er

of establishments; those units are studied in rotation, and every month

only one series of units is enumerated* It may be assumed, for instance,

that the data covering two months (the current month and the preceding ono)

are gathered from each respondent in the course of the annual enumeration

by the enumerator during a personal visit.

4»; Family retail trade

G7» This is a general tendency to omit the small independent businesses

and rural areas from distribution surveys, and it is therefore necessary to

find an appropriate way of studying family retail trade, which constitutes

a large proportion of retail trade. It was noted that sampling was the

best way.of doing this.

08. Generally speaking, a sample of villages'or areas in rural or urban

zones, depending on the case, is selected and the survey should be conducted

in such ti. manner that the village or area sample is distributed evenly over -

the entire survey period* :

89« The two—stage stratification sample is a universally applicable sample

plan as the villages and homes in rural zones (blocks and households in urban

zones)-make *up the sampling units of the f:_rst—stage and second-stage areas,
respectively.

90. One participant mentioned the ease of traders without residence who were

self-employed and had no fixed place of business. It was explained that such

traders posed a complex problem, the solution to which depended on the size

of their contribution to the distributive trade. If their contribution was

significant they could be listed during the night when they probably slept

in the street or, in some cases, it might be decided that they should not

be included in the survey.

Problems cf compilation and use of data

91* In introducing this item, the secretariat referred to chapters VIII, IX

and X of United Nations Docurasnt Ceries Li, No. 19* He explained that

the concern with data processing started long before the questionnaires

were ready for processing and even long before the first questionnaire was

sent out, when the decision was made ac to how to allocate the funds in the

budget to the various groups in the survey team. Indeed, the first step

was to ensure that the budget for the processing of the questionnaires was

proper and sufficient,

92, The design of the questionnaire also deserved great attention since it

could make processing; easy or difficult. Some designs lent, themselves very well

to manual tabulation while others were suited to computerized tabulation.
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If one knew x.'hat equipment uould.be used, the questionnaire could be drawn

up to conform to the processing method* For example, if processing, was to

be done by computer, the questionnaire could be so designed that the pre-

assigned codes could be printed directly on the form. This had the advantage

of not requiring the services of a clcr.k to determine and enter the codes

and of making it easier for the key-puncher to find and:read the pre-printed

codes rather than depend on the sometimes illegible script of the coder,

/mother example was that a separate space could be assigned to each digit

in a quantitative enquiry. This was helpful because it enabled the respondents

to answer their questions more carefully, thus making the form easier'for the

clerk or key-puncher to process• Furthermore, such a design also permitted

the pre—rounding of data, thereby eliminating one clerical operation and

■lessening the. likelihood of,.errors by "the clerk* ■. ..

93° The length of the questionnaire was also an area for concern. A question

naire could contain too many questions, which might render it so complicated

that the data obtairied i/ere_ impossible to process,

94• The, representative of the secretariat said that although other points

could be raised on the subject of questionnaire design, he wished only to draw,

attention to the importance of proper questionnaire design in processing survey

datae ...... ,■■-..■ :i ■■.-

95• After the questionnaires ha<l been received in the.office, it would.be

necessary to edit them and ccrccn them tilth a view to identifying incomplete

and invalid questionnaires. It would also be necessary to assign numerical

codes for use later.in sorting and tabulation. For that purpose,;it, might

be necessary to divide the processing personnel into work units to facilitate .

the organization of work.and; control over the operation* That could be done ;

in several ways includingt ,

1, division by type of questionnaire 5 ,

2.* 3y size of establishment;

3o 3y type of activity; ' " ' " "" - —

4« 3y geographical area, . .

The choice will depend on the number and calibre of the staff available

and on good judgement.

96:. This stage of processing is -go critical that continuous review of completed

work is necessary to identify clerks who are not following the screening

procedures or defective procedures that need modification, ■ ' ' '

97- In sereQiing the first step is to determine whether the questionnaire is •

included in the universe covered by the sarvey. If the questionnaire is ruled -

out of the universe, no further processing will be don: on it. Hie next:step
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is to .look'out for ciicainG information that ; muct be provided for every
establishment r such as^information on sales, employment and payroll. The

problem of missing "data can be handled in several ways depending on the size

of the establishment or the probable effect of the missing data on the

published data. Large establishments which have supplied incomplete information

will have to be revisited or recontucted. In the case of snail establishments,

it would be more advisable to impute missing data. Assignment of numerical

codec for sorting and tabulating is done at this stage. The planning staff

must provide detailed kind-of-activity classification and clear rules on

how to use it s> as to avoid the serious consequences of miscoding.

98. There are two ways of verifying reported data to detect incorrect entries.

The first way is to check the internal consistency of the data3 For example,

the sum of the components cny be checked against the reported total. The

other method is to compute certain ratios, such as the amount of the payroll

to the number of employees or the amount of the payroll to sales, within

acceptable limits (Averages derived from data reported by similar establish

ments in the same industry and in the panic geographical area can be used

as limito)« The use of a computer in this particular application is most

useful. The table of limits can be programmed' into the computer to serve

as a basis of conpr-rison.T'/Thc.use of limits to determine the acceptability

of data can be examined in terms of the iteios of information to be left out.

A large amount of items to be left out result from too'narrow tolerances.

99. 3CA conducted a survey on,electronic data processing equipment in the

African region. The results indicate that a iarpenumber of African Governments

own or operate one or another type of computer. Countries not pocceaoing

computer expressed their intention of obtaining one, That survey was conuueted

two years ago, How, there should be more computers around, so that in the ;

next surveys-, the first decision to rxJ.ie will most probably be whether or

not to use a computer, in the editing and tabulation of the data obtained.

That decision would not be an easy one to r.iake*

100. Not every survey data processing job can be carried out easily by

computer. Come processes are not progra;;imeable while others, which are

programmeable, can be processed at lower cost by .clerks because?

1. The data inolved is extremely difficult to define}

?,„ There is not enough data to justify the use of a computer;

3» Not r.iuch processing is required* - .

There is a limit to the capacity to automate -imposed by the limited human

resources availab le to prepare data, to specify, analyse and design systems,

write programmes', etc, — and of course, the machine resources to do the

actual computing are also limited.
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101 . How then is the decision taken as to whether the editing and tabula

tion of survey data can be performed by a computer?, There is no hard-^n^-
f^ct rule, but the following are some of the questions that should be asked

in evaluating the survey tabulation for possible automations

l0 '.Jill a great deal of processing be required?

2. Would clerical processing lead to waste?

3. Can the data obtained be easily presented in readable form

by the computer?

4» What output is needed?

5. How i-uch data is involved?

6. How frequently will the system be used?

102, The answers to these questions will give some indication whether the

computer is applicable to the task* Some answers will tend to support the

use of the computer; others will not. There is one c.^rKill uo/- . cf

determining if the task can justifiably be automated - the application of

some form of cost-analysis. In private commercial enterprises, cost-benefit

analysis will be generally applicable. In the public service, where "profit"

is generally not involved and where benefits are largely intangible, the

calculation of alternative solutions will be required.

103.* Depending on the size of its memory and the type of auxiliary eauipment

used, the electronic computer can handle -ct cvjountr. of d"-t"-, ~rf' ->—rTorr.:

various operations and calculations. But set-up time for compurer taouiations

is long. Programmers must be found, and they must take time to familiarize

themselves with the objectives of the survey,.particularly with the plans and

specifications for editing and tabulations, Writing the programmes and system

test also require a great deal of time.

104 A participant pointed out the difficulties in using the computer due to

pressure of work. He also mentioned problems in recruiting data—orocessing

personnel. Another participant raised the question of how to d-jr _de on vhcther

to computerize survey data in the absence of information on the expected

number of respondents.

Publication

1C5. Most of the problems raised in United Nations Document Series F, No.l9>

concerning publication are inherent,to the preparation and implementation

of any publication. The first problem mentioned was the final checking by

the reviser, vho.ia task is to identify items which seemed doubtful and to

decide what should be done about them. In order to perform that task properly

the reviser should, of course, possess all the information relating to the

entire survey.
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106. Once the tables have been revised and corrected as appropriate, they

have to be printed. Three methods are commonly used. The first method is

to send the complete tables, Kith headings written by hand, to the printers

for composition, printing and assenibly. In that manner a very neat document

is obtained, but it is expensive and time-consuming - The second method is to

type the tables in their final form and reproduce them photo-offset. That is

fast and less expensive.. The third method is to obtain the final tables

from a computer and reproduce them by photo-offset. This is the fastest

method but the expense involved in using a computer can only be justified if

the document is large enough.

107. Nevertheless, to avoid issuing a .publication nith undue haste, it was

recommended that preliminary reports should be issued which would be less

detailed and which would state clearly that they were subject to revision^.

108. In order to evaluate the quality of the statistics used and to allow

for comparison at the national and international levels, it was recommended

that general information on the survey should be published. Such information

could include a description of the scope of the survey, its coverage and the

methods used.

109. The same United Nations document contains a number of double—entry

tables, which can be used by the national statisticians in preparing to draw

their own tables. The number of such tables will depend on the need for

them and on the means available. ■

The participants made no comments on that publication.

National inquiries and statistics available; recommendations and futui^.

programme of work

(a) Statistics available

110. The Seminar had before it document SSIvI/STAT/DIST./III containing a

brief analysis of the practices followed by 17 African countries regarding

distributive trades and services statistics. The analysis was based on informa

tion available in the ECA secretariat or furnished to it in response to a

secretariat questionnaire. It dealt with the general pattern of national

surveys, the characteristics of statistical'units, other information collected,

and methods of and problems^ relating to collection0

111. The Seminar was told of the distributive trades and services surveys

being conducted in one country in the region, where establishments employing

at least 10 persons were covered every year, while establishments with less

than 10 employees were covered by sample surveys every five years,, In another

country a distributive trades and services survey was conducted every five years

and annual estimates were made on the trade and services sector on the basis

of other surveys. One participant said that in his country distributive trade

and services surveys were carried out within the framework of broader annual

surveys called economic surveys in which only establishments above a certain size

were covered. The information gathered in those surveys was used mainly
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for purposes of national accounting. Another participant noted that the

information given in rospect Qf his country in the secretariat document
related only to. the capital of his country<

. (b) .. Data to be gathered and publighcd , . . . .,

112, The data to be gathered and published are presented in tabular form
in United Nations Document Series M., No, 57? however,,in view/of the present
development of distributive,trades and services 6tatistics,eonsiderat.ion was
givci-j. only to table 2 containing recommendations for countries beginning ' : :.

to develop or in the process of developing their statistics on the distributive
and service trades,, Those recommendations relate to data to be gathered
through infrequent and annual inquiries, „"■.-

113, One participant drew attention to a typographical error in heading
Noo 3 on use, which related to the average number of wage-earners and not

the average number of persons employed. A number of participants expressed
reservations concerning, the calculation of the average number of employees

or persons engaged. Two representatives pointed out that, in their countries^

the number of employees was determined at both the beginning and the end of

the year. One observer mentioned that in his country a period of one week
was used for the enumeration of employees.

One participant felt that in the future, at least where African countries

were concerned3 the formulation of international recommendations should be
based on field studies so that fuller consideration was given to practical
data0

(c) Future programme of work

115. This agenda item was introduced in order to enable the Seminar.to propose
that the secretariat should include in its programme of work certain aspects
of distributive trades and services statistics tlict deserved more .detailed
consideration or had not been dealt with by the Seminar ao far.

115. The Seminar asked the ECA secretariat to undertake studies on the following:

- Problems-of collecting distributive trades statistics concerning pedlars
and hawkers; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ! *■-■-:

-The gathering of series at constant prices and of indices relating to the
distributive trades*

One participant raised the question of the role and importance of music

in Africa and asked the secretariat to undertake a study aimed at identifying

ways and means of covering the musicians1 sector0 . . ;

Il7a The Seminar urged countries which had not yetconducted inquiries.

on distributive trades and services statistics to do so as soon as possible,

It also invited ECA to do everything possible to set up teams to provide

countries with effective assistance in preparing for and implementing this
programmeo
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118. The Seminar recommended that a working group or a seminar should meet
in 1981 to give further conaideration to the problems relating to distributive
trades and services statistics in Africa,
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Pays/Country
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P.O. Box 333
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Direction de
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Nigeria.
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P.O. Box 796
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P.O. Box 4656
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OPENING ADDRESS BY

MR. ADEBAYO ADED'EJI, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF ECA

Ladies and Gentlemen, ' _' . .:. .,,. .

It is my' pleasant, duty to welcome you to the Seminar on

Statistics of Distribution and I wish you a h.appy stay with us.

A number of meetings on statistics have had to be post

poned or cancelled in recent years because of lack of funds.

As a consequence, the Conference of African. Statisticians at

its tenth session felt that it should assume greater responsi-

bility for certain aspects of statistical development in<Africa
and urged the countries of the region to meet the travel:and

subsistence expenses of their representatives in respect of

important statistical meetings which could not be.paid"for by

ECA. If is in this context that the .Seminar on Statistics of

Distribution has been organised. Hence, considering earlier

difficulties , your presence here now gives me great pleasure

as it -shows the will of the African countries, to grapple xtfith
the statistical problems encountered by the region in finding

appropriate solutions for the rapid development of statistical

information. It is also a great encouragement to us in the

realisation of ECA's work programme in statistics and itgive&
us great hope for the future. I would like, therefore, to

express my gratitude to your respective Governments for the

support given to ECA activities in the field of statistics as

witnessed by your presence in this meeting. :

As you are well aware', the distribution sector accounts

for a substantial proportion of the total economic activity in
every country, be it in terms of the contribution to the total

gross domestic product or of its share of total employment.

Furthers distributive trade and service activities are always

widely scattered within' a country and as s,uch perform an

important role in channelling goods and services from the pro

ducer to the consumer. Hence this Seminar ;pn the distributive

trade and services statistics meets a dire necessity, but what

is even more important is that these,statistics and particularly
those related to retail trade are at present insufficient.and:

have hitherto been neglected whilst an increasing number of

measures' are being taken to reorganise and modernise the : ■

distribution sector. To put these measures on a rational basis

it is imperative to. obtain, in advance, statistical information
on the structure, precise volume, direction as well; as the type

of goods ami'services involved in the distributive trades. It

is also necessary to know, in this connexion, whether the state
of the distributive sector meets the needs of the urban and

rural populations. These issues clearly underscore the impor-
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tance of your meeting, and it is my belief that your deliber-

od?^r'i 1 provide a basis for the development and improvement
of distribution statistics in Africa.

To achieve that, you need to exchange your views and
experiences freely and also have a thorough discussion of the
problems submitted to you. Hence I do not wish to elaborate
further inthis brief address for I am aware of the heavy
^^aiting you However, * Want tO 8t"re" Cw0 Poin^ which
exert a strong influence on distribution statistics The
firstof these is the directory of enterprises or establishments
This is an indispensable tool for drawing up sample surveys
of economic conditions, the measurement of the structure of
the distribution sector and existing employment opportunities
as well as.the level of modernisation of the distribution
sector. It is, no doubt, also an important administrative
instrument But establishing and up-dating such a directory
1£IV dl"1Cult P^lems. I am confident that you will assess
these problems and draw up practical solutions.

_ The second problem concerns the structure of the distri
bution sector itself. In Africa, two distinct sectors might
be identified: on the one hand we have a modern sector with
an active nucleus centered in the main cities. This sector
consistsof easily recognisable establishments of large to
medium size. On the other hand we have a multitude of small
and highly scattered retail shops supplying their services to
rural consumers and low-income households in the urban areas.
Although they are small in size, as a group they account for
a significant proportion of the total gross sales of the
distribution sector. The high "birth and death" rates in this
sector, the great dispersion of retail outlets and the fact
that the administrations or other organizations do not have an
appropriate directory of establishments makes this sector very
difficult to study thoroughly let alone frequently. It falls
on your shoulders, then, to-propose the best solutions to
tackle the problems caused by this important sector.

TrTn-?SA^ ^S °ther Probleras> Particularly those concern-
United Nations recommendations on concepts and defi

nitions to be used in distribution 'statistics studies, it is
incumbent upon you, to compare your points of view as pragma
tically as possible and to propose suggestions and improvements
which you deem desirable.

■ Let met conclude by saying that your meeting, by the
quality of its participants, has all the means at its disposal
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information. It is also a great, encouragement to us in the
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us great hope for the future.. I would li:kes therefore, to^

express my' gratitude to your,, respective Governments for the

support given to EGA activities, in the field of statis tics'as
witnessed by your presence in this meeting.

As you are well aware, the distribution sector accounts
for a substantial proportion of the, total economic activity in
every country, be it in terms of the, contribution to the total

gross domestic product or of its share of total employment.- ■

Further, distributive trade and service activities are always
widely scattered within a country and as such perform - an
important role in channelling goods and services from the pro
ducer to the consumer. Hence, this Seminar on the distributive

trade and services statis tics meets ,a dire necessity, but what
is even more important is that these statis tics and particularly
those related to retail trade are.at present insufficient and

have hitherto been neglected whilst.an^increasing number of

measures are being taken to reorganise and modernise the

distribution sector. To put these measures on a rational basis

it is imperative to obtain, in advance, .statistical information
on the structure, precise volume,, direction as well as the type

of goods and' services involved in the distributive trades. It

is also necessary to know, in this connexion, whether the state
of the distributive sector meets the needs of the urban and

rural populations. These issues clearly underscore the impor-
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tance of your meeting, and it is my belief that your deliber-

TLW" ,?r°Vlde • baSlS f°r the devel°P^nt and improvement
ribution statistics in Africa.

pv^ -T° achieveithat» y°^ "eed to exchange your views and
experiences freely and also have a thorough discussion of the
problems submitted to you. Hence I do not wish to elaborate
further inthis brief address for I am aware of the heavy
task awaiting you However, I want to stress two points which
exert a strong influence on distribution statistics. The

ThHS^ the" is ^e directory of enterprises or establishments
This is an indispensable tool for drawing up sample surveys
of economic conditions, the measurement of the structure -of

»r\aT? ^lO? S6ft0r and existinS employment opportunities
as well as the level of modernisation of the distribution
sector. It is, no doubt, also an important administrative

instrument But establishing and .up-dating such a directory
raises difficult problems. I am confident that you will assess
these problems and draw up practical solutions.

^ The second problem concerns the structure of the distri
bution sector itself. In Africa, two distinct sectors might
be identified: on the one hand we have a modern sector with
an active nucleus centered in the main cities. This sector

consists of easily recognisable establishments of large to
medium size. On the other hand we have a multitude of small
and highly scattered retail shops supplying their services to
rural consumers and low-income households in the urban areas
Althoughthey are small in size, as a group they account for
a significant proportion of the total gross sales of the
distribution sector. The high "bir-th.and death" rates in this
sector, the great dispersion of, retail outlets and the fact
that the administrations or other organizations do not have an
appropriate directory of establishments makes this sector very
difficult to study thoroughly let alone frequently. It falls
on your shoulders, then, to propose the best solutions to
tackle the problems caused by this important sector.

Turning to the other problems, particularly those concern
ing _ the United Nations recommendations on concepts and defi
nitions to be used in distribution statistics studies, it is
incumbent upon you, to compare your points of view as pragma
tically as possible and to propose suggestions and improvements
which you deem desirable.

_ Let met conclude by saying that your meeting, by the
quality of its participants;, has all the means at its disposal
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to accomplish excellent work. I hope that your deliberations

will be successful and will provide the necessary impetus for

the development of statistics on the distributive trades and

services. The importance of this in social and economic deve

lopment needs no explanation.

Once more, I wish you the best of luck and success in

your Seminar.

Thank you.




